The role of the time surface term in the ADM Hamiltonian formulation of general relativity is investigated. We show that the variable contained in the time surface term (the scale factor) plays the role of a time-like variable. The conjugated variable represents the energy density in the reduced phase space, where the Schrödinger like equation for a wave function is derived. The contribution from the surface term to the phase of the wave function allows us to define the phase time of the quantum Universe so that it coincides with the proper time as an invariant interval for the classical dust filled Universe. The quantum scenario of the evolution of the Universe filled in by the WeinbergSalam fields is considered. The wave function of the early Universe as the functional from the Higgs fields and scale factor realizes the unitary irreducible representation of the SO(4,1) group. The elementary particle masses are determined by the angles of the scale-scalar field mixing.
Statement of the problem
The Dirac-ADM canonical approach [1, 2] to GR was the essential improvement on the way to quantization of the Einstein-Hilbert theory of gravity developed by Wheeler, DeWitt and others [3, 4, 5, 6] . This conventional scheme of the canonical quantization is based on the (3+1) Dirac-ADM foliation [1, 2, 7, 8] of the four dimensional manifold (x µ ) along the some time-like vector (associated with the rest frame of an observer):
(that means the restriction of the group of general coordinate transformations by the kinemetric ones [8] : t → t ′ (t) ; x i → x ′ i (t, x 1 , x 2 , x 3 )) and on the ADM action (W ADM ) which differs from the initial Einstein-Hilbert action [9] 
by the surface terms:
where
For the derivation of local classical equations these surface terms are not essential, however, they play an important role in the determination of the global quantities of such a total energy [10] . It is obvious that the wave function also has global nature and depends on these surface terms. The statement of the problem consists in the canonical quantization of the Einstein-Hilbert action (1) by taking into account the surface terms (2), (3). We continue the attempts to solve this problem in the papers [11, 12] .
A new version of the Hamiltonian Formulation
To solve this problem we should I) consider the space-scale variable a = [
in the time surface term (2) as one of dynamical variables :
(we use the triad form ω ij for the rest dynamic variables [13] ) II) apply the Ostrogradsky method [14, 15] to the theory with second order derivative of the scale factor with respect to the time coordinate. As the result, the Hilbert action (1) in terms of the canonical conjugate variables a, π a , Φ, π Φ (where Φ denotes the set of matter fields including graviton ω and photon A) has the form
is the kinemetric invariant time derivative (we use here covariant derivative in the metric ω ik ω jk , including the Laplace operator ∆f = ∇ k ∂ k f ), and H EC is the Einstein energy density
with the photon energy 
One can represent this transformation as
where C(η), S(η) and Γ are some particular solution of the following equations
Finally, the Hilbert action reads in terms of the new variables as
with space surface termW
and constraints
Interpretation of new variables
To treat the new variables Π and η, we consider the flat-space limit [12] : π (ω) =R = N k = 0; C(η) = 1; S(η) = η, where the Hilbert action (9) has the form
After the reduction on the constraint shell H EC = 0 in the gauge N c = 1, we get the expression for the conventional action of electrodynamics
in this limit the variable η can be treated as the time and the quantity Π/Γ in the reduced phase space is a "reduced energy" like the the quantity √ p 2 + m 2 is the spectral energy for a relativistic particle. 4 The wave function of the Universe 
The quantization of the action leads to the Schrödinger type evolution equation
Let us consider the small time limit (η) ∼ 0 which corresponds to the small Universe (a ∼ S(η) → 0). According to equation (8) , in this region S(η) ∼ η, C(η) ∼ 1, and the graviton term π 2 (ω) dominates in the energy density (10). The corresponding solutions of the constraints
and the reduced action reads
One can verify that in the supposition of homogeneousity of the space
it follows from (16) the action for the Misner Universe [5] (in details see [6] ):
and the spectral decomposition for the wave function
where the role of the time is played by the logarithm of η, and A ± are the operators of creation and annihilation of the Universe. Note that in the case of the homogeneous space the particular solutions of eq. (8) read
respectively for k = 0, 1, −1. The evolution of the Universe filled in by dust and radiation has been considered in [12] . In this case the wave function of the Universe has the form Ψ ± = exp {ıW red ± (a)} with the reduced action
is the solution of the constraint (10) H EC = 0. The phase of this function coincides (up to the energy factor) with the Friedmann time (18) for the dust case (H M = aǫ dust )
and with the conformal time N c dt = η(t)r 0 for the radiation (H M = ǫ rad )
It is worth to note that the this clear correspondence between the quantum and classical physics ( the "phase time" and the "interval time") arises due to the maintenance of the time surface term 1 2 ∂(π (a) a) in the Hilbert action. Thus, the time surface term helps us to establish the correspondence between the time as the phase of the ADM wave function of the Universe and the classical proper time as an invariant interval.
Quantum scenario of the Weinberg-Salam Universe.
Let us consider the quantum scenario of the evolution of the Universe filled in by the WeinbergSalam fields and described by the action
where Φ = Φ 1 Φ 2 is the doublet of the complex scalar fields; Ψ L and Ψ R are the left and right fermions. We keep only the term of the scalar-fermion interaction generating masses of the fermions m(Ψ L2 Ψ R +Ψ R Ψ L2 ) to show the evolution of the mass parameters with respect to the scale a. If we extract the scale factor a not only from the metric (4) g µν = a 2g µν , but also from all other matter fields Φ = aϕ, Ψ = a −3/2 Ψ c , we can guarantee the classical limit of the massive fermion fields as the Friedmann dust of the Universe. The action in terms of the physical fields ϕ, Ψ c ,g( √ −g = N c ) has the form
Note that the configuration a 2 = 
where ξ, Θ, χ 1 , χ 2 are the angles of the scale-scalar mixing. For the homogeneous space (17) with V (3) = 1 we get the action
is the SO(4, 1)-invariant differential form. By the Ostrogradsky method this action can be rewritten in terms of momenta
where K 2 is the Kazimir operator of the SO(4, 1) group
We see that the variable ρ plays the same role as the scale a in the theory without scalar fields, and it is the time like variable. Note that our transition to new variables is similar to the Bekenstein transformation [18] . Repeating the canonical transformation (7) 
∂ 0 (π (ρ) ρ) = Πη, where Γ = r 0 , we get the expression for the action
This action describes the following ADM-scenario of the evolution of the Universe. In the small time limit (η ∼ 0) the Kazimir operator term dominates and the reduced system on the constraint H EC = 0 has the form
.
The wave function of this system can be decomposed over the eigenfunctions of the Kazimir operator with the eigenvalues K ǫ In the large time limit, the SO(4, 1) symmetry is broken, the Kazimir operator term disappears in comparison with the mass term. In this case, the masses of elementary particles in the Weinberg-Salam model are determined by the fixed values of angles of the scale-scalar field mixing and the ADM-observer gets the Friedmann cosmological models of radiation and dust, considered above.
Conclusion
We have shown that including the time surface term in the canonical Hamiltonian formulation of GR helps us to extract the time-like variable and its conjugated momentum from the extended phase space. By taking into account the time surface term we represented here the new version of the Dirac -ADM Hamiltonian formalism for general relativity in the reduced phase space with the Schrödinger -like equation for a wave function describing the quantum evolution of the Universe. This evolution coincides with the Friedmann classical evolution of the dust filled Universe and shows that in GR like in special relativity there are two distinguished invariant time variables: the "phase time" of the ADM-observer (who constructs the Hamiltonian and measures the time as a phase of the wave function of the expanding Universe ) and the geometrical time of the Friedmann observer (who measures the time as an invariant proper interval and observes this expansion on the earth).
In special relativity, the corresponding times are connected by the Lorentz transformation and they coincide only in the case when the rest frame of the Einstein observer coincides with the rest frame of a particle. Now the main question is to find the corresponding transformation from the rest frame of the ADM -observer to the Friedmann one.
